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Many people sincerely believe that all vaccines are secure, effects are rare, no peer-reviewed
scientific tests exist showing that vaccines can cause harm. Tyson Perez, pediatric
chiropractor It includes summaries of 400 essential scientific papers to help parents and
experts enhance their understanding of vaccinations. "This book ought to be required reading
for each and every doctor, medical student and parent. Browse this book. For everybody who
contacts me in the future seeking scientific evidence about vaccines, I will recommend
Miller’s Review of Critical Vaccine Research. I recommend this publication to any mother or
father who has questions about vaccines and wants to become factually educated to create
informed decisions. The truth will keep you as well as your children protected. Essential read
for parents, teachers, doctors and other health care providers. Scanning this book will allow
you to make smarter choices when considering vaccination." ?Gabriel Cousens, MD "Neil
Miller’s reserve is normally a tour de push and a clarion tone of voice championing the
cautionary principle: ‘When in question, minimize risk." ?Bradford S. Weeks, MD "Nowhere else
can one find such an structured and concise compilation of analysis on vaccines. Not merely
does Miller have a deep knowledge of science and the problems at hand, he has produced
this book an easy task to reference and cite. Truly, there is no other information out there that
can compare with it." ?David Brownstein, MD "This book is indeed precise and thrilling in
addressing the vaccine controversy that I read it in one night time." ?Toni Bark, MD, MHEM,
LEED AP, previous Director of the pediatric ER at Michael Reese Medical center "Miller’s
Overview of Critical Vaccine Studies is the most extensive and coherent accumulation of peer-
reviewed research on vaccine issues and natural immunity I've ever run into.’ Let’s talk
science." ?Dr. This reserve ? Miller’s Overview of Critical Vaccine Research ? supplies the other
part of the story that's not commonly told.
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This book ought to be read by everyone with a sufficient reading level to understand its
information If the general public (and our politicians and physicians) knew all of the research
that is referenced in this reserve, there will be a federal regulation preventing any state or
school from requiring Anybody, child or student from being vaccinated. I only wish that in
addition to this book, everyone would watch the two 2 documentaries, VAXXED and 50 Cents
a dosage. Profound. It is very sad that good sense is gone and folks toss conspiracy arrows at
well researched factual details instead of doing additional investigation to see if just maybe,
they're the types who are wrong. A Must Browse For All Parents Before Vaccinating Your Child
This is a MUST for every parent - especially ones questioning vaccines and their safety. The
public is herded towards research funded directly or indirectly by the vaccine market. This
book gives parents a review of INDEPENDENT research which are in opposition to vaccine
industry funded research.. I first bought his Vaccine Basic safety Manual. It could have saved
my kid a lot of needless suffering. I got sick and tired of my surgical team co-workers asking
me for resources, well, ok, here they're. Parents BEWARE. This book gives A LOT of insight to
things you may not know about vaccines! A huge selection of Studies Prove Vaccines Deadly
Amazing just how many studies actually prove vaccines are bad for you and cause therefore a
great many other health problems!!! I got tired of my surgical team co-workers asking me .
The data is enough enough to issue the safety and efficacy of vaccines and a bunch of
adverse unwanted effects.. Once a vaccine is normally given, it can NEVER be studied back,
and the adverse effects are life-long. We need similar to it. I was so impressed with that book,
after seeing The Truth About Vaccines Docu-Series with Neil in it, I acquired this book.a whole
load of them. Honest. The struggle is ongoing. That is critical information that should be
present in the general public discourse. I would recommend it to every mother or father and
anyone entering the ... Do your personal research and make informed choices. I would
recommend it to every parent and anyone going into the medical job! Will become
recommending to friends! I really like that each of the 400 research studies presented
includes a one page overview and, thus, does not overwhelm the reader. After reading the
reserve I fell I could speak intelligently on the vaccine concern using peer-reviewed studies
without needing to dive into a year very long project of reading every study page by page. It
really is crazy that us parents have to do the research to stay up to date on science that
pediatricians ought to be doing., if desired. An excellent resource. 5 stars! I desire this book
had been available greater than a 10 years ago, BEFORE I thought the market half-truths
about the security of vaccines.. It's very comprehensive, educational, and honest.. Data can be
data, the even more informed we are the better decisions we are able to make as parents.
Please read this publication if you care about our children This is an extremely helpful book if
you're searching for answers and don't want to weed through views or pharmaceutical funded
studies which are slanted to market vaccines and attack anyone for questioning their safety. I
highly recommend it. It is definitely all of our duties to learn the truth about this sector and
what these vaccines are in fact doing to our kids . Having a vaccine injured child myself now,
this publication helped provide me with some answers which I have since verified. He cannot
be saved from his chronic autoimmune disease, but many future babies and children can be.
Everyone should have this. So informative. Plenty of references provided . Organized well. It's
a review... Ver good Reality check You can be both happy you discovered and terrified that
you weren't told by your physician. Imperative if you are searching into vaccination This isn't
an impression book, it is just studies! I love brave Doctors that uphold thier oath to do no
damage. People need to know that vaccines are NOT "Effective and safe" and heres the REAL



science. Good reference. I heard him about the Dr Mecola podcast and bought the publication
as a reference. The publication essentially summarizes and references studies. Read It I
purchased this book about a year ago. MANY THANKS SO MUCH BECAUSE OF THIS
FANTASTIC BOOK! Well-cited and user friendly For individuals who want to see peer-
reviewed research on the "other side" of the vaccine issue, that is a great book. We are being
herded like sheep right into a society of lowered IQ, lowered immune function and ZERO
educated consent just to support big business and big income. I bought three and can
probably buy more. Understanding. So informative. However, through the citations, I could
pull the complete research article from PubMed, etc. I've purchased two up to now for family
and friends.
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